Themed Call for Papers
Exchanges (ISSN 2053-9665) is a peer-reviewed, open access, scholar-led, interdisciplinary
research journal published biannually by the Institute of Advanced Study, University of
Warwick since 2013. Exchanges has a mission to champion publications from early career
scholars and support discourse between disparate disciplinary traditions. An international
Editorial Board of early career researchers manage the journal, along with providing guidance
to first-time authors or those unfamiliar with writing for broader audiences.

Theme: Challenge & Opportunity
As we enter into the third decade of the 21st Century, there are few people on the planet
today who are not experiencing a period of unprecedented and inescapable change,
uncertainty and challenge. The impacts from the Covid-19 outbreak on health, working and
living conditions alone will likely dominate our individual lifeworlds for decades to come. Even
leaving aside the unexpected consequences from confronting the pandemic, the world stands
at a crossroads in so many other domains: seismic shifts in geopolitical conditions, climatic
changes, economic turmoil, pervasive technology and splintering social life experiences are
clearly evidenced globally. From black lives matters to presidential elections, through the
emergence of artificial intelligence and recognising environmental tipping points to
confronting systematic inequalities. We are, as the aphorism suggests, seemingly cursed to
live in the most interesting of times.
However, are such bleak analyses constructed in a simplistic and reductionist way, simply
confronting anxieties driven through media and public sphere’s obsession with spotlighting
the negative? Is there a more positive lens through which they can be viewed? Could these
emergent crises actually represent challenges to be overcome or even present us with a
glimmering dawn of unprecedented opportunity and renewal? Rather than starting into the
eternal abyss, could the human race indeed be about to embark, embrace and engage with
revolutionary opportunities for betterment? Albeit, potentially framed in pain of rebirth and
renewal. Alternatively, are we witness to a sea-change which empowers counters to the
ideals of enlightened liberal democracies freedom of thought and expression which have
been largely axiomatic in recent decades?

Manuscript Submissions
Hence, for the issue of Exchanges scheduled for publication in Spring 2021, we invite authors
to submit original, exciting, insightful manuscripts for publication consideration inspired by
this Challenge and Opportunity theme from within their own research or field. Authors are
encouraged to consider contributing pieces which address any aspect, perspective,
development or individuals related to this theme. Manuscript submissions as potential peerreviewed research articles, or alternatively as critical reflection or conversation pieces, would
all be welcomed under this call.
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While submissions are invited from all disciplinary perspectives, we would be especially
pleased to receive manuscripts from previously under-represented fields or geographic
regions within Exchanges. As an interdisciplinary journal with a wide scholarly readership,
authors should seek to write their manuscripts so as to be suitable for a general academic
audience. Wherever possible, consideration should be given to unpack, delineate and expand
on any potentially ‘disciplinary niche’ language, terms or acronyms used. Ideally, authors
should seek to incorporate some element of interdisciplinary thinking or perspectives, or
outline the broader scholarly relevance of their work, within the manuscript.

Submission Deadlines
All submitted manuscripts will undergo editorial review, with those seeking publication as a
research article also undergoing formal peer review. The online submission form, along with
supplementary author guidance can be accessed at:
➢ exchanges.warwick.ac.uk/about/submissions

Peer-reviewed articles
1st Nov 2020

Conversations or critical reflections:
28th February 2021.

Manuscript Submission Formats
As a diamond open access, scholar-led journal there are no author fees, with authors retaining
copyright over their work but granting Exchanges first publication rights. Manuscript
submissions in the following formats are currently sought:
Research Papers: Manuscripts exploring the outcomes, application or impact
from original, unpublished research or thought. (4,000-6,000 words)*
Review Papers: Summaries of the current understanding on topics, highlighting
key papers and authors, developing trends and thought. (3,000-5,000 words)*
Conversations: Dialogues with significant figures focusing on interdisciplinary
contributions and scholarly insights. Ideally, these incorporate short
biographical sketches on their subject’s relevance and life journey. This is
followed an interview transcript, usually followed by a bibliography of any
relevant publications. (3,000-5,000 words)^
Critical Reflections: Evaluative, reflexive critiques, opinions or insights into
conference and symposia, emerging research areas or new texts. These should
include two key elements: a descriptive part introducing an element of the
research project, coupled with the observations, comments and personal
insights of the author(s)’. (1,000-3,000 words)^
Author Instructions: exchanges.warwick.ac.uk/about/submissions
*Will undergo editorial scrutiny and then passed for external peer-review
^Will undergo editorial scrutiny and review only
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Manuscripts outside of these formats may be considered, but authors are strongly advised to
discuss their intentions with the Editor-in-Chief before submission.

Open Call for Papers
Please note, there is also an open call for papers outside of this theme, with no deadline. See
guidance on submission on the Exchanges journal website.
➢ exchanges.warwick.ac.uk/announcement/view/22

Author Responsibilities
All manuscript submissions must be original pieces, which have not been submitted to or
already formally published elsewhere. Authors are required to obtain appropriate
permissions for the inclusion of any copyrighted material (e.g. images). Authors are expected
to respond to requests for revisions, corrections and clarifications from the editorial team as
soon as possible. Where authors do not respond, their manuscripts may be removed from
consideration.

Rights & Licenses
As a no author-fee (diamond), academic open access journal no publication charges are levied
on authors, and accepted manuscripts are published as open access articles. These are made
freely available to readers worldwide under a creative Commons attribution license (CC-BY).
Authors grant the journal first publication rights during submission, but retain copyright to
their work, permitting its attributed reuse in future publications, provided the Exchanges
version is acknowledged.

Contact
For more information on Exchanges and our activities, visit the journal’s website. For
questions relating to this call, future submissions or other matters relating to the title please
contact Editor-in-Chief, Dr Gareth J Johnson.
➢ exchangesjournal@warwick.ac.uk
Alternatively, visit the journal’s site to learn more about our title’s mission and our range of
support for contributors via our Editorial Board.
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